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Abstract
An invostigatlon has been msdo of proton and
alpha p&rticle sroupa Troai deateron boabapd^ient , at
various onergles, of chlorine* Targets were HCl gaa
and evepcirated A^Cl l^-^ers, varying in isotopic
cjnstitutioa fi^osi 13 to 63 p«i*cent Gl^^
Aaai^a'aeuta of '^\ralue3 to isotopes were as follows:
Cl^^: 6*27, 5.51, 5.09, 4*7S, 4.30, 3.79, 3.42, 3.01,
2.71, 1.11, 0.78, cad 0.07 ilav , correspcwidini; to exci*
tPtiona In Cl^^ of 0, 0.76, 1.16, 1.55, 1.97, 2.49, 2.35,
3.26, 3.66, 5.16, 6.4S, end 6.80 ili^v. Cl^*^; 3.77, 2.55,
£.37, 1.36, 1.43, 0.29, and -0.38 liev, corresponding to
excitations in Cl^ of 0, 1.22, 1.43, 1.91, 2.34, 3.43,
4.15 4cv. aSi© probable error for all c^-values la about
0.1 Mcv; thut for the excitations sor.ewhr.t less.
A method of eatlinfitlns corrections for peaking
and other corrections required in txte worlv is diecusced.
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Th« exlst«nc© of energy levels in atoroic nuclei la
one of the Irritating problems in modern physics, fhe
fictoEl probloni really no longer li«s in th© ezlstenco of
•uch levels • after bocomlng aecustomed to the discon-
tinuous aetiire of energy processes in the relatively
mucroecoplc field of atosuic and molecular phenoaena one
rather ea^ects it - Um problem has become th© lack of
any adequate physical or me theme tical representation of
nucleer «yateiae» It Is certainly true thet e great oetnl
ift known about the interactions of nuclei ©nd about their
energetic properties; it is equally certain thet e greet
deal more is needed before a sfttisfitotosry theory of
nuclei can be developed*
TLe metlaods ^vellable for tlie study of nuclear energy
levels are aeveral. One of the aost prolific t ^nd that
used in this work» in the deterirdnation of energies of
particle J? produced in nuclear reactions InitUsted by
bombardiaent with energetic perticles.
Pioneers in this activity with artificiElly acce*
lerated pai*tides were Cockcroft end Aelton, who In 1930
with the now faaous Cockcroft-¥.alton accelerator bombarded
lead and berylliusa targets, and in later work in 1932
7 A
observed the reaction Li (p,ac ) He* with protons of energy
around 700 kev and energy release, or Q, of 14 Slev. It is
of interest and amusing to note thet thia work Inijiolved
also probably the first use of coincidence counting
techniques* Th^ nieasurements were accostiipllshed by con-
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tlnuo\ia recording on 6 tapa of scintillations as seen
by two observers watching screens on oppoait© sides of
tba target. A buscer wee kept sounding In the room so
thot the olDserverfl could not hear the clicks or e«?,ch
other'© recording ke'^&l
'She result© of Cockcroft and v.Glton were soon
checked by Lawrence (LI) using the recently constructed
11-ineh cyclotron at the Hodlatlon Leboretory of the
University of CRllfornla (LS). At this tljse also
Lawrence, L|,vingstonf Rnd White suggested the eeceseibl-
lity of nucleer energy levels throu^. this kind of work,
Meny Investig© ttons have followed* IShe kinetics of
nucle«ir reactions have been worked out in greet detsiil
end have become cosimonplace; taetl",;od,s of analysle of data
have beeome extrefnely refined# %ith in^roved methods
has cosie the cleer demonstration of the diocrete native
of the energy chan^^es in these reectlons, and the obser-
vation of g;roups of product particles of differing end
hOTTiogeneoujs enerslee sho^-ps v?*ry eompelllngly the presence
of emelted states in c<^fae of the nuclei involved.
Nsimeroua ©xperlmemts have coas^ared energy level?: obtainabli
from different reectlone [$1) and show in general that
the gro'op structm»e of protons from deuteron bombardtaent
is due to th€ retention by reaidxiai m«jlel of dlfferentbut
diocrete and fixed amounts of the available energy,
ifoich amounts of enerr^ ax*e then liberated as gai!jme rays.
Many of the Investigations of nuclear enerj^j' levels,
and nearly all of those at this laboratory, have been made

on the (d»p) reactions in ligjit nuclei. Those reactions
are studied by bombarding suitably prepared targets %lth
deutcrons of known energy, snd measuring the nitnbers of
protons emitted in various directions in discrete energy
intervals at varying energies* {tor a good 1937 treatment
of the 2iethods, see L3, for theory B2)* Energy- aomentuia
analysis involving the masses of the nuclei end particles
(L3) showi the release of energy in definite amounts.
Independent of the bombarding energy, for aglven target nucleus.
The differences between these amounts, or ^values, have
been shown to correspond to excited states (energy' levels)
in the residual nucleus, Tbe numbers, energies, spacings,
and relative probabilities of these levels, correlated with
other properties displayed in other reactions of the
nuclei of all the eleinents are expected ultimately to lead
to a satisfactory nuclear theory.
As has been stated, much of the previous work has
been on li{>ht elements* These are preferable fi»m an
experimental standpoint since their proton (hence energy
level spectra are single end the gro\:^?s widely spaced, Ihey
are the more natural elements to attack from one theoretical
standpoint as well in that presumably the simpler the system
the simpler the theoretical treatmeut - this is conspi-
cuaoaly the case in the realm of atc^iic physics. This argument
is not quite valid, however,as "exact "solutions can be conai-
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«r^ to exist only for th« lightest of nuclei; the
theories ^Ich have been s-ucceesful (In a qiialltative
way, which is as suocesaful es such theories have been)
In describing nucleer energy level is have teen of a
statistical natoret presuming large numbers of , ©rticles
in the nucleus.
Eeeent tiend has been toward investigations of
heavier nuclei. The region of aolfur, chlorine, argon
(A^35, ii~17) hae been investigated with some care [X>2,
Zl, D3, etc.) - ergon is stfcll under study at this
laboratory • but no work has been done on chlorine itself
since that of ihrader and Pollard In 1940 (SI).
fiitt this in mind and with an Idea also of obtaining
more infortaation relevc^nt to the Increesingly in^ortant
**magic nutabers** (M4)t (clilorine isotopes of iinass 36 and
53, the residual nuclei of (d,p) reactions in chlorine,
lie each side of the i^gio number 20 of neutrons) and
36investigation of excited states in the nuclei 01 end
CI has been undertaken.
Existing data are scanty, fhe original work of Shrader
and Pollard reported six groups of protons and one of
alpha particles from deuteron bombard:Tient of silver
chloride targets. Hae assignsaents and Q, values were as
follows?
Cl (d,p) CI q , ^^^i^ 5^35^ 3^^5Q i^g^
Cl'^'^ (d,p) Cl^® Q , 4/02, 3.02, £.10
C135 (d,oc) S33 Q . Q^^
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Bits© Q value© Indlc&te excited states in the resi-
duiil nuclei of 1.0 and 1.92 Mev In Cl"^ ©nd oX 0,96 and
4.31 my tn Cl®^,
^e only other aeasiirement ol excited states in ehlorlaa
nuclei are those o£ the Chalk ftiver group (B6). These
are (n,/) measurements showing energies of 3#56, 7.77, 7.42
6.93, 6.62, 6.12, 5.72, 5.61, 5.01, 4.46, 4.06, and 3.62
Mev corresponding to excitations of 0.79, 1.14, 1.63, 1.94#
8*44, S.34, 3P&, 5* 55, 4.10, 4.50, m6 4.94 MeT.
These have not yet been asslgnod to isotopes.





The present investigation was undertaken to ettes^t ftirther
to resolve the group structure nd^ose presence was apparent,
to siake more accurate mass data available, and to essay





After some consideretion the deolelon was raftde to
use « gfeseous targ«t» Such targets have yielded consis-
tently good results in this laboratory (P1)(D2), aeemlng
to give soiaewhet nerpower groupa then even very thin solid
tepgets. A gas target of course cannot bts surpassed for
hoMogeneity under moat conditions , and has t^ite additional
advantege of being flexibly end easily controlled in
thlekness* This latter advantage may be said to be an
idealized one; the so t practical procediire was found to
be» once a target was prepared and got Into the charaibepf
to leave it without taa^ering until the run was terr>ilnated«
!Ihe basic technique and most of the apparatus used
have been described laboriously elsewiasre* Ihe boisbardment
Ghani)er has been discussed by Davison (D2), and the
counters and circuits used in conjunction with it were
discussed by Martin (M4)* Solid target observations were
•Hide usint?. the botabspdraent chamber and metJ^iod described
by »4artin (M4)» i^ome of the work on both gaseous and solid
targets was done with the lerge solid-angle counter described
by Benson (B5)# Counter fillings were ergon at 15 and 20
centiiaeters of mercixry pressure*
In the interest of reducing bacteground and making
the geoawtry of the syetem toeaningful, the beam was
defined by meena of a square apertixpo l&sm, on a side* set
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eccentrically In th^ end of a 2S Inch ©xtension which was
bolted to th« cyclotron b«am port with en 0»rlng seal*
Hkie aperture w»e placed eccentrically so es to pass th«
bea^a juat Inside th« wall of tha Davison cbe iber nearest
tha proton exit window, !Jlia whola chamber was insulated
with a Teflon gftaltet and Teflon bushings bayoad tha baaia
apart'Jira, and was uaad as collector from which tha baair*
current Tsae measurad and integrated* llie cyclotron laagnat
and defleotor magnat cm'rents war© tuned ganarally to glva
maximum indicated baam current with thia arreagassent.
It was found that the gas target, HCl, wea sarsiawhat
#vane scant In nature while under boiabardments tha target
praaaore laight drop by fifty percent over a period of ai^t
houra* This was at first believed to be caused by disso-
eiation of the target and combination of tha active chlorine
«lth tha chamber walli the fact that the rate of disap-*
paarance of target decreased with time under bombardment
seemed to aubatantiate this, as it indicated a aaturation
effect in the forsaation of a protective coating' of chlorides
(moatly einc chloride) on the walls of th® brass chamber*
^a aama effect was later observed without bosLbardiuant , and
from this it waa concluded that tha RCl was reacting di»
rectly with the chamber material daapit© the assurances
of authoritlaa (L6 and alallar publlcationa) that dry HCl
hardly raaeta^ ^ith matala except aluminum* The aluminura
foils used were never observed to be affected by the HCl
except where exposed to the action qH deuteron beam and
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HCl together la thla ease* thou^'^ there was visible
clouding of th© aluxtdnum surface, there was no detectable
eh&nge in wei^t of the foils. This resctlon could iK?t
then hf'Vc been very extensive.
E^cfiuse of th© pcrf>i stent m-x^ inconvenient ^oss of
target I und bec&iiae the volume of th© Davison chaabei* and
th© ft»aoci«te<3 j^nifold, tubing, etc. were excessive for
satisfactory us© of Sffliill quantities of target, a different
ftpproech wee adopted la the later part of the work, A
glass chamber was con*tr\ieted and fitted with a siaall
Bourdon-tvpe vacuum gage (recalibrated against a r^erCiXr^j
manometer to em pressure in stead of "inchea of vacuiaa**)
,
an evacuatinr^ connection, and a standard taper connection
tov fillia.3, fhia chamber wae sealed with de Khotinsky
type cement (Cenco Sealstix) into a heavy brass flange
naohined to fit the base plate of the Davison chamber.
Ifee first glass chambei* is shoim set up and in use in
Figure !• The tubing, manifold, Selsyn-oontrollod foil
changer, tari?;et bulb, and pi'easjpiifier are also visible in
the photograph. This clxansSber was displaced slightly in
the flange so that the beam would be centered in it. Its
volume was about half that of the Davison c3riamber with the
associated system required to get targets into it. I&it life
of this cha-Tiber was short, as the douteron be&ai aoon honey
confined its unprotected ent^ with fine cracks. .^ second glass
chamber was constructed, of even smaller volume and this






ness blocklQS the en<3 of the tube boyond the proton port
ftnd th« ti\r©® eonneotlons* ttia toil was spot welded to
a nickel wire, and the nickel wire to & wolfram wire
which wac brou^t out throu^ a glass-to-met©! seel,
Kie foil was thua supported firaly and et the seme time
could be used as a bea^n collector to at^plement the
brass grid aupportlng tlie deuteron entrance foil*
Alaoat all of tiie beaja en^r^ measurementfs were
aade ualng tlie Davison chamber as a range cell with
an end plate having a recess containing an Inaulated
probe* Hie recess waa Isolated from the main chamber
by an alufialnita foil end waa evacuated Independently,
being kept on the pimp at fell times when the chamber
wee in use« other ??ie^ e-arements of the beeia ener^^ were
made with the range cell fitted to the solid target
boabardiaent chamber in the arrangeiaent shown by Sailor
The material chosen for target gas was HGl. fhis
substance la available in a very high state of piirlty
from the Matheaon CCb of Fast Hutherford, l^ew Jersey*
the tank HCl la 99«5 percent pur% with the principal
iaj^uritles 0*£ percent acetylene and 0#3 percent clilo-
rinated hydrocerbona, ^a KCl contains only one atom of
chlorine per aaolecule it is well suitf»d to Isotoplc
aepay^tlon by therznal diffualon* Its suppoeed non-




Obaervations were taede at 90^ to the deuteron beam
At all bombarding energies. It Is not possible to use
ft gfta target at zero d^^reen because af th« prolific
and complicated pj*oton spectrum £Fom silwalttum (or from
any other saaterlal s.icii as mica which ail^t b« uaed
in its place to iaalatecitli© target) which could not be
eepari^tecl frosa the protons from the target. iJse oi ©
gaa target at any angle but 9Q^ is in fact diffic^«alt
and not recosiT-ended bfcc&uae ox"" the excessive emount of
stopping saaterial in the gaa itself in wa^ of bothi protons
and deuteroaa which resulta £fom the geoiaetric require-f^ent
of not allowing feny of the beam to strike any laatter not
part of the target which ccn be "seen*' by the counter*
Target raaterials to enable asalgninent of excited
levels to isatopets were available from two sources* The
thersaal diffusion lootope separation program at thla
laboratory # it was hoped, would be able to provide nearly
pure HCl and HCl^*^ for study, j'rom the Carbide and
Carbon Chesaieals i>lvl£ion o£ the Union Carbide and Carbon
Corporationi Oak Kldge, Ten©s»ee, can be obtained also
silver chloride in small quantities enridicd electro-
Magnetically in chlorine content to 66»C;« Cl*^' , S4#4;^
Cl^^. 200 milligrams of chlorine In this form, corres-
ponding to 12Gcc dry HCl at S.t*F., were obtained from
this source with the intention of converting it to HCl
for target purposes* 'ShB iai^uplties In this aatcrial
were detenained spectroscopically to bes
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"X Vii«r i/ou bdU U'Ul* XCrss ucen a#utS/w
cu It n fl N 0.045g
1^ 11 n n 11 0.043^
K • n n H 0.04^
% • « f n 0.02^
Mm It It n ft 0.08^
Si 0.08^
Sn detected but less than O.OB;S
1!he separation of isotopes by theruial diffusion
has be«fi tmder investif^atlon In this laboratory fop some
years* The ;>henom«noa of thersaal diffusion. I.e.,
gaseous dlff^aslon na sl resnlt of a therrr^al ;^n6ient,
was predicted independently In 1915 by S. Chapaian (C4)
and In 1917 by D, Enslcog, Chapman soon pointed o it the
possibility of ualng the process for the si^aratlon of
Isotopes «hlch could not be separated chenlcsllj, elthoiigji
hi a theory vas not restricted to such a process, being
equally applicable to any mixture of gases as long as there
was a difference of molecul8-r siess , size, or Interaction
aaoog the kinds of laolecules present. The theory was
verified quelitatlvely experimentally by Dootson (IH),
By 1934 Harmsen, lertz, and Schfitze had succeeded in
separating IJe^ and H^ to a hi^ dagpe© of purity, and
in 1037 aiusluB and Dlckal hit 'jpon th«
Idea of cascading the thermal diffusion

•lii*»
into a eontlmsumft process by utlllsi&g eonveetive
Ci-irrsnts la a cola'm in is^^ch a rsdlel tluirja&X gradient
was oal&talE^d* Fr«vioas work had bean raatrieted to
hot-aod-« old-bulb arratJgjaeiita* With Tlva 36 aater coluaina
«f>cratliig In aeries, Cluslus and Diakal obtalnad 00*6^
MGl^^ Bnd $9to4# 9C1 • Ho pravloua a^timi^s to separata
iaotc^es of chlorlna had mtt ao^^ al^lTlcast success^
•Dd t^sla work iW8.s followed by a rasb of tlieoratlc&l and
^x^mrlmmnt&l lnv&Btl^tl<ms» Approxlsiate tr«a:^nNSta of
tha tbaory Lava been «rorkad t>ut by aetrai^l axithora
ii^2» Jl» Fl, i)S, Bd) ai^ aa axact solutloi} haa ap^a&rcd
racastly for tlus difrerential aquaUoa of th* dlfiualoa
aolimn Ci^)« It le not propoaad her* to diae^ad tlta
thaor^ of t^^arsa&l diffusion » ahleh Is mast eoa^lejt^ but
it la passible to describe tkm pertomsmtrnt^ of tha api>a'»
ratus la aija^^le teit!ia whleb ara sat fort^ balov^aa taken
from Jones and Furry (Fl)»
1!he transport equation for a column la written
^.-Hc,c,-K^
iftiara ^tTl^-s the transport of molecules of species 1
up the tube In [^ptma per second » c^^ Is the z*alatlve
particle density of jiolecules of species 1 (the lighter
ona)^ Cgw l-c^ is the relative density of the particles of
species 2, and z is **& coordinate whose positive direction
is lip the tube", H end K are the transport coefficients,
constant'^ whose values depend upon the kind of molecules,
the pressure, the mechanical characteristics of the
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ftppftr&tua» and upon ttie temperatiirc dirference maintained
across the column. K Is the amn of the coefficients
accounting for remlltlng: convection currents, ordinary
diffusion, end parasitic c\;rrenti induced by irregula-
rities and asyiaaetrics in the apparatus* As the conditions
arc sy-asietrical with respect to the heavier itiolecule, a
transport equation for it
can be itTltten witli the positive direction of z now down-
ward* The equation is generalized to apply to either
e<Miponent by letting c represent the concentre tl on of the
component b«lni3 concentrated, •«• »l-c the concentration of
the other co!a|)onent, tlie positive direction is thet of
increasing c, and
^i;;
is the transport rate of the arterial
being concentrated* !Ehen
do
t = jlc^ *"" Vn
ci-^
For discontinuous opet-etion - that in isiiich the
systein is allowed to reach equilibriua before any pro-
duct is removed - tlie final state is characterized by
the vanishing of ^ all along the tube* WiUi ^ -0 the
transport equation laay be integrated to give
c *"
c/^ = e
whare A» l]/2il« Considering the ends of the colxmn.
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uaing subscripts f to designate the positive «nd and i
to designate the megetive ead, oae may invent a
separation factor
whose eqioilibriua valu© is
le ~ ^"]•
where L is the lengtii of the coliwin. One may realize
the equilibrium seperetion factor nearly fully by
Btfdntaining C|^ at its natural or original value; this
laay be accoatplished by continuously or inters^iittently
replenishing the gas at tJie negative end of the coluuan.
Obviously it is desirable to nialte the quantity A as
large as possible* It was believed po.^sible aa a result
of recent work {S4,D6) to i3^rove substantially i^on the
separation obtainable in HCl in a single coliian in a
reasonable length of time by inducing a small controlled
degree of **turbulence" in the colvijan and by using an ele-
vated cold wall teH^>erR.ture« fhe results were somewhat
disappointing and are susaaarised in Table I for gas





% Te P spacers ,^1^^ q theor <1 oba
700 15 72 7 82 «r 1.3
700 70 72 7 ai - 1.3
350 34 74 7 86.2 3.75 2.1
900 31 78 13Ja 87.5 5.75 2.4
Here
'Jjj
end X. urc the ter^eratai-es In degreca
Centigrade of the hot wire and cold irall, respectively;
p Is the pressure in the colusm in centiraetera of
mercury; ^sv^sccrs** refers to the nxsaber of snell
cross-pieoea spotwelded to the hot wire (152 cort^t sponding
to one every inch) ; /&C1^^ is tlie concentration of ECl^^
in the upper end reservoir as determined by mass spectro-
taeter; and Q^heor ^^^ "^oba ®^® ^^^^' sepsretlon factors
as eetismted from theoretical considerctions and as
actually observed.
37 f
The best concentration of CI attained was 31* 4,^,
corresponding to a separation factcr of about 1.4»
Uie column used in these efforts was 11 feet long
and 3/a inch in inside diameter; the hot wire was of
15 ail platinuau
The labors involved and the figures cited above
were provided by iir* A.Z. Kranz.
The aathod of handling the small quenti ties of HCl




! Evacuating the container nhere the HCl was
deaired to be
2. Opening the connecting cock or cocks between
the reservoir and receiver
3. Reducing the teaperettire of the receiver with
liquid air so that the HCl would freeze on its walls
4« Closing the connection,
Llqiild air teiiperat-are was found to be e very effective
KCl puE^, and the aethod also permitted purifying th9
gas of the universal contaminants nitrogen and oxj^sen
simply by p^-i3:^:>lng off the residual gas while the RCl
was frozen* In this wej s^ll but quite pure saiaples
of HCl (perhaps SOcc at i atsiosphere) coiild be obtained.
In view of the evanescent quality of gas targets
aentioi^d above f it yts s decided to uss the sraall quantity
of enriched silver chloride obtained from Oak Ridge in the
fora of solid targets. 1!hese were prepared by evaporation
in vecuuia on thin gold loaf* P> tantalum ribbon whose
eenter was shaped into a cup about 2nirs square and 2am
deep was used as a filament and holder for the iJiateriRl
to be evaporated, and was bent so that the cap wss loca-
ted well up Inside a tubalar glass baffle ^lose constrc-
ted u jper end defined a circular area of deposition upon
the gold leaf. The glass baffle served to intercept all
the AgCl «hlch did not go to the target and at the same
time perEilttcd visual observation of the progress of the
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cvapopatioa from the fllfwient. Tliis method proved
satlafftctory only for the production of very thin
targets, as at high vacua sliver chloride bolls violently
at teinperGt'Ores little above the laelting point and
deposits obtained by using large (SOmg) quantities of
the iiaterial or by rmovlng the ciip nearer the target
were invariably ^enular. Thlz seemingly indepei^ent
of the fila lent tes^erature U3ed. It «a« never found
possible to laake a t«pget thick enough to permit
detection of the hlsheet energy groups or Cl^^, cither
with eni^tched AgCl oir the nat^oral material. It was
thought that AgGl sliould make a nearl/ Ideal target -
before it « a appreciated tiiat tJie effect of tlm deuteron
be&id upon It would be just the same as that of white
light but auch intensified, leaving fine black deposits
of aetallic silver u^on the gold "bficklrig*
the proceedure followed In obtaining data ««8 uni-
form and conventional Considerable difflc^jLlty was
experienced in early stages of the work, particularly
with the low yield high energy groups, in obtaining
significant yields without excessive bsokgro'jinds and
large target thicknesses with resulting higji group widths
and general bad resolution. Defining the beam by sieans
of the ISmrn square iris (replacing a Z2rm& round one)
reduced back^oond difficulty considerably in addition to
reducing the energy width of the beam somewhat* It
was not until the saall volume glass chamber was used
I
-la-
tbat the background became consistent and reasonably
•nail, allowing reliable integral carves to be t&ken on
the end group • It «*es contrived to take the €quiv3.1ent
Oif a total of about ten c^is^qplete runs over tl^ie ^ole
range of proton energy accessible • !Ilie search for addi-
tional yield was can-led out to 150 and 200 centinseters
on sevei'al occasions wdtliout rinding ar^tliins except
the high Q group trom nitrogen*
It was found possible to take in^^egral curves on
several of the inuer groupi* using tixe evaporateu AgCl
targets* becauae Uie yield of the outer groij^^s was so
aaall* The relative yields obtaiEted from the solid
targets .aust be regarded as suspect, however, except
for adjacent groups, because of the decoiag)08ltion of
these targets by the beam*
Before f illinf? a gas chamber wit^i liCl it was always
dried thoroiA#ily by flushing about a half-doEen times
with air dried in a liquid air trap* This was a tlae-
consiming procedure, but it was found to be neceasfry
as the aluoiinum foils were subject to attack if it was
not followed* As has been mentioned, the brass tms
attacked anyway, but tlie rete of absorption of the KCl
by the chSLiber decreased with tiaie - presumably with
the fortaation of a protective coating*
A condition contributing to uncertainties In the
values of Q's derived from this apparatus is the lack
of regulation other t}ian "intermittent manual" type of
I
the deflector megnet which bends the external becu clear
of the aain Taagnet yoke. Tne exciting CLirrent riust be
adjusted frequently; as e consequence errors froni this
source caanot be ell'iincted entirely. TVi© dep^n.ience of
the mean ben^ energy rxpon this current is not r,rer<t|^
however (80 kev bet^reen 94 end 100 aiaj^eres), so the net
effect Is estimated as a smell Increese In the probable
error.
Ihe stopping power of chlorine wss detertrdn^^d by
mskln^ on^ beam energy deter-Mlnati ?n witli KCl in the
range cell Instead of air. 'i!his i^lves s airect conversion
frc»i ceutinieters of HCl to centimeters of air for deu-
teroRs avcra^fcd over tlie ranj^e from »©ro to the beam
energy. This value was used in all ceiculfltionB, as
the relative magnitude of the energy change from slowing
of the beSiTi by the ^as before it reaches the target
regicii is much greater then that i:3a5>otsed by the small
amount of gas in w£y of thee^tted protons. Hie equi-
valence found was that 1 cm HCl s 1.12 C<a air, yielding
an atojuic stopping power for chlorine of 2.04 if combined
with an average valuo for the stopping power of K (L5).
In the experimental work it has not always been
possible to resolve clearly the closely spaced groups.
It is possible to derive extrapolated ranges froia such ill-
r©solved groups by the >3ethod of "construction" which
I
•J^-
haa been emplo^^d by jaanj^ Investtr^atora, but the results
are not ta b© believed es readily as those obtained from
well-defined, isolated groups* 'ihe sa^iie considerations
apply to relative yields, which can be caused to vary
widely by small variations in width used in the construction,
Figure 3 shows the resolution into groups oi' one of
the runs on solid silver chloride by this metliod. 'Ihe
proceUure must be used @ith discretion; it is after all
not diXflcalt to "resolTe** into groiq^s of any width de-
sired a horizontal straight line.
Ihe ranges -^aeasurcd wex^e converted to energies
using the i^orneli 1937 range-energy relation* Tlie Q-values
were derived froa the non-relatlviatic ener'-y-monientusi
relation for 90^ observation
Mr ^^ M R
i^ere subscripts I, it, and ? refer to incident, resi-
dual, and product particles, respectiv*:iy. Subscript D
(for deuteron) appears in the section following on
corrections; no other incident particles were«^Xoyed
in this work.
It has here long been the practice to calculate
Q-values from the "extrapolated" energy of particle
groups - the value obtained by llnefir extrapolation of
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the steepest slope of the numbers =energy or nxambei^s-
rangc curve to ttie besellne • end the similarly "eztra-
polsted" enepfry of the Integral curve o£ the deuteron
tHiftm* This does not lead to very large errors (> 150 kev)
in general, b^xt it doe? lead to errors arhlch can be
corrected to become araaller than other and unavoidable
errors, Motz in 1949 ('^1, M2) showed how such errors
could be corrected quite precisely on the ««8iaiiptioo
that the distribution in eneroy of the beam was repre-
sentable by a Gauas error function* The present worky
without dlacountlns ¥iotz* work but discounting the
assuE^tion, derives reasonable corrections in a clstpld
nay by an extension of Motss » treatment. It is advisable,
however, to begin at the beginning with a treatraent of
the Gauss distribution and its characteristics*

22*
U^titx v&lxxe Xq, l'Grei:ieter_ a& ,. Total n»^b«jp H.
iBiicnce ^ " /"fZ^ et ste«|>*at slope*
Bare y-s. CoCe." ^^^ *^y/|2,^ -^j^OXe"^ ^e extrapolated
^ v^
intercept '^ e^-fc ^ )^ "V*
-ff-^ — rT == V 2
J&
at point of steepest slope, whence & s 0» x a x^ at
this points Here also
The extr&poleted Intercept tlien is

the difference then between the ©xtrfipolfited int©i»cept8
of ft Oftuse distribution and its corresponding Integral
curve la
(V2 -^)cc - 0.528oc = 0.<S3Sr
oe is the half widtli of the distribution et l/e « 0.563
taaxlmusa height. At h&lf-mexlaum the half width P of




A counter-absorption measuring systeia counts
particles In e finite interval of range (energy), hence
can only approach a genuine differential curve In its
results. Uie counting intervBl depends upon the geo«*
jaetry of the counter Itself and upon the circixits asso-
ciated with it • "peaking", bias, «tc. what the ays tea
counts is particles of range beyond that deteralned by
the controlled amount of absorbing jaeterlal in their
path} the peaking of the circuit a deteriaines how far
beyond. For a given amount of absorbing laaterlel,




For infinite counting interval (cz; this csaounts to

80 blR«aing the counting circuits that all particles
passing through the eounter are counted) this is aiisply
the integral curve analyzed above* a a the counting
interval is shortened, the right profile of the numbers-
range cxanre reinains unaltered until t^x -^^ 4oc • Ifie
ordinate n of the number range curve is given by
/• 2 4 (^Iti
I ^^
^^
n - c a e'' ^^t
Jit
where » again
^e integrals are now the «ell known (and tabulated)
probability integral.
Ttie minimum group width attainable with such an
arrangeiABat la limited byos* For a true differential
curve (^ E -> 0) the half width at !/• of the ffiaxiiaum ia
oc J at J maximtBa it 1® 0.852 oo as determined above. In
this case* however* the yield (ma:ximum ordinate) is zero*
On the other hand the integral ciatv© ( <^ b >ce| gives maxi*
mua yield (H) but infinite width* An optiaauai degree of
peaking evidently lies somewhere between these extremes*
If on% accepts the ratio of laaximxm ordinate to half

width as a criterion of m»vit one naay calcixlJite graphi-
cally the optimusa ^^ as*
The maximum ordinate of th« cui've occurs at
X a x© • a ^ ^ ^^ ^ * -^^'/C;.8» Its value is ^^
!ChLe group half width at k .maximum is given by
X.x-Xq ^ t^x for such value of x that . ^
For ^ « » (true differential c^orve) th© half width $.t
half- maxlraum Is >jin£ « 0.832 *
fIM* ^ 2 • 1 , for ex&jr^l©
i:$U^0-5:(^)i- ^t-ki- 0.5205




These are plotted on Fig. 2, wltii th© maxlm^im
ordlnatea and peaking factors F. It is seen that e
broad aaxlmum in the peaking factor appears at 4^ s « \»9i
thle serves es an approximate criterion of optiraum
peaking tor best resolution of groups with low yield.
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For very prolific groups on© iBfly accept the dccrefvsed
yield to be expected from increased peakir^ in order
to ol-feir. the ln^rovement in reaolut'on (tn^lch ts^
however, slight) r©siXLting from dininished group vidth.
Tnia may work to the advantage of the experimenter in
that the siost prolific grouijs are generally those of
low ener^ which are laost closcjly spaced. (Corresponding
to transitions to highly excited states in the residual
nucleus.)
Bxtrepolated rajiges (or energica) of distributions
of this sort will be very near the extrapolated range of
the tnteijral curve (k^^^ s i oT^'" ) for large ^vZj as
peaking la sharpened the extrapolated range will approach
that of the differential distribution, (Aleo, aa hea
been shown by Mot^; and above, the abeiaaa of the trmxlmuia
of the distribution epproachea the mean value for the
group* The reasons for not uaing this value will appear*)
Extrapolated ranges are shown on Fig, 3 In terms both of
the distribution parameter oc and of the position of
the extrapolated range in the interval between the two
lijaiting values. The extrapolated ranges rmj be calculated
frosi the distribution eq-viations or measured from plots
of the distributions. Both figui'es £ and 3 have been cal-
culated frc»a tabulated values of the exponential and
probability functions,
The calculation of the extrapolated ranges is rather




EXTRAPOLATED RANGE (ENERGY), Zext,
ABSCISSA OF POINT OF STEEPEST SLOPE Z.,
RELATIVE ORDINATE OF POINTS OF STEEPEST
SLOPE -94??:
nmax
VALUE OF STEEPEST SLOPE, (x - I),
AND RELATIVE POSITION OF Zext BETWEEN









values are too hlgji by eniRll e:aoiints In t2ui w^giim
b«twe«n *he extreme values oX'A «• Cnc has
N 1 :;?=: / \
id's: AJtT (^
^ ^
At the point of steepest slope %^m ^le equation can be
•lapllfied to
iBhlch Is solved frota the tebles for any value of^ e. ©ion
Ihe ordinatos of the points z-^ end the slopes at these
points ere also plotted on Fig* 5« It is seen that the
point or steepest slope fcills very near 0#6 times the
mftximum ordinate X'or all the most Impoi-'tant values of /n^ £•
^is faet is useful in extrapolGting ranges and eould
serve as an index of mean range. If one can predict the
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£ coordinate and percent naucisaua orainfit© of the point
or steepest slope as a function of /\. s it is obvious
nonaanse to use the extrapole ted value at all. If the
poaitioa of the maxlMtaai Is imcertain this should! be a
good method.
Sils analysis f^ives a very good siethod for treEting
data initially repr.^ssntable by a (Jauss distribution.
It has been rsede as detailed as it has becsus© the Gauss
distribution represents a distinct end important entity
in this kind of stufly - it beinrr the form, of the distri-
bution generated by statistical processes si;bch as
atragglinf'^.
One raust nam take into scco'vint the fact, reedily
observed, that the shape of the ciirves taken with the
•qxiipment used in this work is not Oausssian and indeed
cannot be#
A study of the ^nGV^j distribution of the cyclotron
baam has fceen made using a method sligi^tly more refined
than those en^loyed by previous Investigators. In this
study the usual arrangement involving a renge ( f^as
absorption) cell was used but with the added feature of
two sensitive galvanometers so arrr nged that one indi-
cated at all titaes the total beam current while the
other indicated the current getting throagii the range
cell. In this way an accurately controlled plot of
percent transmission vs. absorption could be aiade and.




!• Strong evidence that tii^ ©r^rgy distribution
of the beixni Id forned of e composite of at Iceat two
dlstributioii? of different aotn energies.
£• The relative intensities of the two princlpel
j^eaks ere subject to fluctuations,
3« The sepfiretion of the two principal peaks is
subject to fluctuation,
(i,-elected cui'ves shown on Figs. 4A »nd 4B«) Itie
actual cyclotron be^m distribution may be said to be
"closely Gaussian^' about halfway up the profile of the
lategral curve fi«c», betwe^^n the mean sjid upper linit
energies* At lower ©r\*rRies pronounced deviations appear
resulting in distortions of the upper pert o£^ the diffe-
rential distribution uftioe© ultliaate result is that the
location of the laaxlssBm (if there is only one) is not well
defii-*ed. T.t S.s considered likely >jy the write© that the
dual peak effect is caused by scraablins in the cyclotron
of aggregetes of deuterons which have enjoyed total
n\iBiber2 oi accelerations differing by one or two* Such
effects could be contributed by orbit inst&bllities in
the cyclotron itself, variations in the main magnet current
(reletive current readings in the tea.-u mofcsureiaents were
observed to be very sensitive to flucti^tlcns in ftLa^net
current) , e^nd the fpct that the total nuusiber of accelerations
iaposed upon the particles in this cyclotron is uniisually













of 4 M«v; the •ati^nfited energy Increment of 70 kev per
acceleration (with 50® phase lag) (HI) is not incoa-
petlble with this hypothesis f^nd the observed beeia width.
It Is easily appreciated that, the result of adding parts
of a s^nall number of distributions (even thou^^ probably
Oeuasian) of different energies is not likely to be an
overall distribution which is Gaass lam in contour. It
is quite possible, however, for siich an overall distri-
bution to have a profile very like that of a Qauss
distribution and still to have e broad uncertainly loccited
maximum or even multiple maKlma* This is the condition
which is believed to ezist and to account for the
anoiaalously wide energy spread of the external beam
of the Yale cyclotron. A study of published Rieasure-
mente of this beam, as well aa of the shape of isolated
grouqps measured with it, offers strong si^port for this
hypothesis. (PI, P2, Ml, ^42.)
Oiven this set of conditions, i.e.,
1. Approxias tely Gaussian shape of the high energy
edge of the beam
2* Irresponsible behaviour of the rest of the beaa
distribution
3. Large probable error in aeeaured energy of beam,
the following conclusions regarding analysis of data
were drawn:
1. Extrapolated range would be more reliable and
A
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reproduclble than rang© of group maximum as an index
of aiean range*
2* Use of "extif^folated ©nergy" (converted from
extrapolated range) and extrapolated beam energy froa
either integral or differential curves to detor^iine Q,-
valuea would with suitable corrections yield all the
accuracy of idilch the systwfa is capable*
3* A coialinstlon of laatheniatical analysis and
haaBoier-end-crowbar techniques should allow calculstion
of "suitable dorrections" as functions of energy and of
difference between csttrepolated approxiiaation and accu-
rately established i^^ -value for such eccurste values as
aay be avalUible*
To periHlt analysis on this basis the curves of Fig.
6 were calculated, usinc the curves of Fig«5« Higo-
rouily the analysis still appliesonly to results obtained
with a bean liiose energy distribution is **Gau8sian",
but it is believed that errca?s introduced by assuming
the beaa energy shape to be Oausaian are smaller than
other errors introd^aced by ener^ fluctuations, errors
of aeasureaent, etc.
Bigure 5 shows plots of dR/dfc and dB/dl^ versus
energy for protons, calculated from the "rancje exponent"
given by Livingston end Bethe (L3)« Also shown on Pig*
5 are values of predicted group parameter oC^ calculated

























































range straggling^ and angle sti^eggllng by the formula
Qc| « oc| - oog - ocj, • Here cc ^ is totel parasieter,
CBb the "reriected ^^eraaeter" as dlacus&ed by ;4otz, cc g
th€ rani2;e strai^glir^i., psraiiieter, end 05 ^ the angle strag*
gllng para^iet^r. Hie ren;;;* straggling parameter iras de-
rived froa the graphical presentation oi* extrapolated
range jflinus .aesn reus© ^s s> function of^mean range for
integral carves given bj Livirj^aton and £.eth«# 'fhe
angle i^tragj^ling peraiieter wwa celculated in the manner
Indicated bj Livini^aton e^nd Bethe for "jjood gaouietry'*
in blithe diregard of the fact that tiirouglaout this
work the geosaetrj was in truth "poor^, Livlnr^ston
and liethe point out the difficilt^f of obtaining good
geoifietry witn heav/ nuclei (as heavy as sodium)
»
and point out alao tiiat witii besvv inclei the recoil
energy is not very significant, ISie author wishes
to point out thot the notion of a llEiltinj':; engle
for good geometi^v^ i.e,, one for which a ma«tiia-jni pene*
tratloii of particles of f. 8hQ|> group exists, depend*
upon the fact that as the a^^tgle of eiisBion Is deereesed
the particles (though txielr energy increases) trevcrse
the absorbing iasterisl lore and aore obllcuely* In the
usual experimental arrangenent (and in that used here)
part of the etop in^^ n^teriel is in the aluminum foif
windows on the bombardment chamber end on the counter. !Ri€se
foils arc both bot.ed by <5tmospheric pressure in such a way
that particles near the llnlting angles of emission

traverse this part of the absorbing medium not only
near normally but In a region irhere it is thinned by
stretching. Th^ limiting angle for niaxlmuni penetration
isill also depend 5.n c^mll degree (not easily calculated)
upon the sh&pe of the sensitive vol»i£ae of the counter,
and this in turn will depend upon tlie voltage applied to
the counter* Fox* all tlies© reasons it Is subniitted
that the use of the "good geometry** approxlniation for
the angle straggling paraiaeter will not lead to gross
error.
Oie curves narked A»B»C» of Figure 6 ere predicted
gitorjp widths in centiiueters for ideal geoiaetry (no angle
strasgliag) , for the best geoiaetry used in this work, and
tor the worst geometry used in this work, respectively,
fhe eiLTves A,B, and C are the savae quantities converted
to kev by the value of d^'dB given for the saae mean
range.
Thase curves are used to derive the curves of Pig.
6 in the follovlng fashion: One as8ume<$ that an integral
curve of a proton group has Le«n taken tnd the laean
energy detertained from the otean range* This energy la
combined »lth the mean energy of the beasi to give the






ualng conventional non-relativist Ic raomcntusa-cnergy
relations and mass nuniDers for ;i&sses« Aci^extrapolEted
elintegral" ^ may be calculated using the extrapolated
erm^fj of the Integral curve of the group and the
extrapolated energy oi the integral curve of the beam:
this will be identical with the Q obtained from the
mean energies but for the effect of strei^gling. From
the relations for Gauss distributions discussed above
34- rr'^ 3A- \1- _
^|7r
where asp is the proton distribution paraiaeter and
0<?l) is the beam distribution parameter. The difference
Q ==^ (370:. px-vev. ^^ ^TT ^./iU< - v^ ~ TT^" \:> /oc. ~- J^r 3L e,
is the correction ifclch mtist be supplied to the Q*^ to
obfcl^in the best value of Q,
At the other extrerie » for a tr\ie differential cjrve
ot the proton group, one may calculate in the usual
fashion an "extrapolated differential" ^®^froBi the extra-
polated energy of the differential proton curve and the
n —
rr)
extrapolated energy again of the Integral curve of the
beam. ISie extrapolated ener^^- of the differential curve
of the beam is not used because it la not measured
directly and would also introduce unnecessary coispli-
cation* o One now has
Qed
_
^ r: ^^ „ It- C ^^
gives the collection to be applied to Q*valaes computed
in this aianner to obtain the best value of Q,» For a
given mean proton energy. Gauss distribution, and other-
wise stable condition th« error in w calculated from
extrapolated proton energy and extrapolated integral
beam eucrgy -mxct lie between these extreruea* In principle
this involves a variation of^z from to infinity;
practically, variation of /\ g beyond r.bout 2 hes no
effect on the extrapolated range. On Fig* 6 ere plotted
tiie corrections to be subtracted from th« Jj^roximete
Q - values as functions of mean proton energy. The
values of ocp were taken from Figure 5; the value of oet
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used was 90 kev, a niean between that calculated for
the free beam and that for the beara when slowed to S /lev.
Again the tl^iree carves in eaeh group are tar ideal
geometry, the beet geonietry actually used, and th«
worst geometry actually used, respectively, in ascending
order.
A feature of these plots which strikes the eye at
once and can be checked with a straif^itedge is that
they are straight lines within 5 kev over the ^ole
useful range (2 to 14 .cv). The lines for the integral
curves converge toward the origin as one wosild expect;
those for the differential curve are nearly parallel to
them but converge sligiitly toward the low energy end
because the difference between extrapolated values of
integral and differential ciirves is 0«63 oc, as has been
shown*
Fron these considerations a blunt-instrunient-type
but nonetheless adequate approach to the proble xa of
obtaining accurate Q values is derived. The additional
assujaption is required that even Uiough the energy
distribution of the fceara is not a Gaussian It w'tll behave
like one when confined with Gauss distributions (i.e.,
subjected to straggling). This is an assumption of the
sort which is often said hopefully to be " not too bad."
In suppoBt of the easui^tion is offered the fact that
the high energy profiles of the aeaaux^ed beam distributions
are mostly fairly close to Gaussian { the distributions
of Figure 4 are not to be taken as typical; they were
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the worst encountered) , and It Is thla p&rt of the
distribution which is laost stronslj Influencing the
extrapolated value (provided the target is sufficiently
thin). 15ie relation
for integral cjirves was found, using values for oc
aeesured from constructed differential carves, to be
accurate to 5^ for the actual beam distributions,
Hie relation for differential curves
Xext = Xo -V'^r oc
is readily seen to be lO^i off for an isosceles triangle
and only 40 j^ off for e perfectly square distribution^
Bie method proposed, then, for analyzing this s6rt
of data is very siR5>le« !Ehe chief requirement is to
establish one Q-value accurately. Fiore are helpful, but
one is enouijh* If the ^-value is establisJ-xed from the
laean range of an integral curve, the extrapoleted value
«ay be used to calculated the k®^ - si for the particular
nean energy and also to establish the ocp for the sJ^oup.
From the ocp is obtained Q®*^ for the saiae aean energy,
using
Qed_^e'c ^ |L.0.53cCp
in the case of Cl^S (d,p)Cl^^.
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/ plot slmller to Plg^aro 6 may then be mad«: tlje
Q,*^ - Q, will b« given by a straight line tlirotigh the
©'J
origin and the experltaental point, TfiQ Q - fi line
3iay be dra&a parallel to tills throur*h the one i'Oiat
al raady o:>taiiied - this %-ill result In a uBxlmur:. avor
of 50 kev • or for rjre&ter rerine-ncnt one Kiay CQ?apute
a second point for a dlffcpent iiesii energy using the
aOBVcntlonal raethods tj oatiiaat© a nc« oc for the different
conditioau of stragglliig. One saay also obtain the second
point of the ^®^ - C; line experimentally if there is »
second ^oop sufficiently iaolated to per;ilt r'jinning
of em lategral curve.
Any run subsequently laad© with the sSimiB geometry
will then^ whatever the degree of peaking^ hmve a corres-
ponding line soroewhere between the extre.nas, Measure-
ment of the "extrapolated ^^ of a ^oup for wltlch an
acouf*%t Q v»l\je 13 available will locete one point of
the line. If /^ z were constant over a given run, t.be
correction line for tJie ran wo>Jild be the locus of
points lyin^ above the lo'^eri: Unit by constant frsctlon
of the distance between the Halts. Values of this
fraction as a Sanction of^z ere given by the plot of
"^ext ^**^*^^'^"'^®" '^^ ^l3>ire 3. "JnfortvnRtely it is not
^ z which remains constant over e run tut A.R, the counting





wii«r« oc is the group parameter In centlnieters. It is
this effect which is responsible for the dlrainlshlng
resolution atsahort ranges (along with increesing
dE/dR and in spite of decreasing straggling) , at least
partly for the increased yields at short ranges, and
Tor the fact t^at the structitre of the beam seems to
shov iQ> only in long range groups. Correction curves
for lines of constant^^R for the Ifleal geometry case
of Figure 6 are shown on Figure 7. Here the bluntness
of the blunt instrument becomes apparent: these are
very close to straight lines also* and all the iiaportant
ones pass within 25 kev of the origin* The second end
crucial step of the Taethod, then, and orm lii Ich can
be accomplished without completing the first. Is thiss
Throu^ a point on a correction line eatablii^ed fiom an
ecc^irete Q an«? en **extrapol©ted Q" for a fjiYen run, drew
a straight line through the origin* Corrections to all
extrapolated i values for the run will then be read
directly fro!n the line as functions of the proton energy.
If the infltruaent seetm painfully blunt to tli© readej?,
let hliu remeaber the shapesof the besra distribution
and ita dubious relation to the sJiape of the Gauss die-
tribution for ii^.ich this enalyaia was reasonably rigorous
up to the preceding paragraph, shat has been established
is that for extrapolated Q values deterraincd by the
laethods used in this laboratory, but wltJi a beam of den"terons
whose na^ers-energy distribution is describable by a
iJ-
<
to 0> OD to
HOI m ^
• • • •
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Oauss function, conectlons can be calculated end shown
to tend toward zero for small proton energies* As th«
actual befer* distrlb\i.tlon is Indescribetle end veries in
tlase besides, but hrs in coaiaon with the G-ause distri-
bution the attributes of
!• Being in effect bounded by an upper and lower
limit
2* Rising tDsm the liTnits to Tiaximijjst intensity at
and around e laean ( ectuelly, by oar definition, Taedian)
value
3* Having a width or paraaaeter which is related to
the extrapolated intercept of the integral curve in a
refiular way; the existence of such corrections end sijsh
tendency are inferred for actual Q-values aeas^ored in
this laboratory,
^e aevei'el objections to the method and mannor of
the inference would be more serious if the nethod leid
claim to f?reeter precision* One la the in^^roprJAy of
using the root-sura-sqiiere combination (K£) of percncters
of superposed distributions one of whiel\ is pctently not
of the same kind as the others. A second is the i:r^ro-
ppfcety of using t2iis method of combination of distributions
one of which (that of the beam), even if it were really
**clo8ely Geuasian**, Is not ^enersted by the random stctis-
tlcal processes assijased in the develop^aent of probability
theory. These are valid objections, and because of them
the claims of precision of the analysis end indeed of tlie
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ultlmate precision of the observations with the appa-
ratus Ri'e llailted.
Certain other corrections have been calculated;
these are of Ib ss lin^^ortance than the change of groiip
shape and rcnge by peaking dlscusoed above.
The error In calculated Q-velues Introduced by
neglecting rcletlvlstlc corrections has beon calcaleted
for 4 lev deuterons to be 1,7 kev for 10 Hev protons frcmi
Cl^^(d,p)Cl^^ end 2.6 kev for 12 ^ev alpha-particles
from Ql^Hd^oc ) Z^^.
fi ccwrectlan for poor geometry has been estli^ted
also. As Bethe has shown, poor j^eomctry la such that
pftrticles of an an^le of eislssion corrospondlag to a
maxlmua penetration Into the detector can reach the
detector. As Bethe hp.3 also shown the effect Is to
create a rectangular distribution frosi a group of parti clea
orlr^lnelly sharp, the upper limit of ^hlch distribution is
the true range of the 30up and the widtli of %hich la
if one neglects the dependence of miergj' on the angle pC
made with the axis of the detector by the particles. Here
Rq is the "true range" of the particles and^C^ the ILni-
tins angle of detection. 'Ihe dependence of energy on
direction changes the maximum range from H^ to KQ(l-ijeosOo)
where d is the angle corresponding to maximuia penetration.
!I!he total effect then is to generate a i-ectau^^uler dis-




^1-i^os ©o - yd-cos )J
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lli«n CDmbined with the large diotrlbutlona alreedy
dlscu«s«d this h^s the aans effect cs en Inci'es^ae of
counting interval on the shroe of the observed cmtv© but
will shift Its whole position b^ ftn fi'riount corres^jGndir^
to
|t:os%^ - J (!• cosy q)
This is a co/rcstion which does not go to zero with
zero anerfjj and which niuat be applied to the ranges of
integral cnavea JiJcd for establishing acc>ir©t© ^-values
as well as to others. It is however smell, averaging about
1 centimeter for the worst i^eometrj used in this work
and being of the order of 1 or 2 mllllinetera for the
best.
Target thlcteaess corrections hs-re been discussed
by Mots with respect to this kind of work, ^e effect
of aniall target thicknoaa hss been s'.ow.i to be equi-
valent to that of a aniall increase in A R on the observed
shape of a group; this ^lay be considered as a change
in distribution para-ietor as suggested by ''otz or allowed
to be absorbed by the method of detorrtilnin^ tho spprox-
liaate correction. As target thickness In this work
was neve:- over 100 kev and was usually uiuch less, the
correction for it was considered to be included In the
overall correction.
!I!h« witter of counter depth has been discussed at
great leogtii by several writers (HI, H2, M2). It was
not deeraed profitable to tnake precise deterniinetions of
the vaitetiona of this quantity as the correction involved

is rery small. The n^gnltude of the coiinter depth for
alpha pfcrticles wgs celculfitecl by coffipaxison or the N^^
(d^oc) C^2 end group recently publiahed by k'eln and
Buechner. (M6, ^Mso sec H4 for others). / lecn value
for protons w«»a ©stimsted end used for all the work.
A final correction cf saifill magnitude hes been applied
37to <*-valae» for groupa assigned to CI . As the masses of
the two isotopes of chlorine are so close together
percentagewise, purely as a matter of convenience ell
Q- values were originally calculated as thou.'h for
Cl*"^. After assignment of the groups the smell correc-
tions were made ( amounting to as much as 14 kev) to
those assigned to Cl^".
It is believed that Q-val aeis detenalned by this
aethod should be accurate to within 90kev ovei* the whole
range of velijies measured. Ihe estimate Is based upon
consideration of fill the sources of error which can be
antic ipatcjd. Errors In the excitations of the excited
states will be coii^arable, with some redadtlon because
the excitations are determined from differences of Or
values and the effects of systen-atic errors will tend




A total of 13 proton gpoups were observed. FlgiJire
3 shows a Bnab©rs*v8«-range curve for on© or the en-
riched /gGl targets* l igur© 9 shows a airailar cuinre for
a gfis target whose chlorine content was B7ji lig^it isotope*
The solid target curve shows how the closely spaced
gro^^s were resolved by constructing aymaetrical groins
f^oBi rigiit to left* Sie gas target curve Btom the
vertical axes at Gyniietry of the constructed groups*
fhia perticuler curve was chosen to Illustrate the gas
target data because it was one of the few showing a
Single run coverlnc the whole range of proton eneri^.
It shows only aediwa resolution , as it was made with a
thick target (30 kev) and less-than-avcrege peaking, fhe
difficulties of rcs:)lutlon were not much reduced even in
the best nans, however* Q-values for the groups observed
35
were (all calculated as though from CI in Mev;
A. 6.27 Jt .09 K* 2.57 ji .09
B. 5.51 Z .03 L. 2.59 - .09
C. 5.09 X .08 M. 1.33 Z •^^
h» 4*72 2 ,oa S. 1.45 X ^^
E. 4*30 jr .09 0, 1*11 - .01
F. 3*79 X .09 p* 0.78 X ^Q
G* 3*42 X .09 Q» 0.31 X -1
H. 3*01 — .09 R. 0.07 - .09









CI (d,p) In AgCl enrloh«d to
65% Cl37


























•|he errors listed reflect standard dcvletiona In the
observed values as well as the errors and oneortaintlea
previously eatiioftted. Groups \i and S were observed In
|ust one run: the only one on enriched silver chloride
to extend to such lo«r. energ^les.
Analysis ol the groups to eiTect aaalgnaent to Isotopes
has proved dim cult and not very proTitable, Tne InTor-
mstion available froa the solid silver chloride was
limited (3 x*uri3) in quantity and also In dependability
by the deco:apo:i;J.tion ol* the targets*
The nearly aimultaaeous final feilure of the cyclo-
tron fuiJ failure o£ the colunn which wns enriching HCl
In Cl^' effectively prevented obtaining any £Aore heavy
isotope data, either ?dth locally propcrcd tarr^ets or
with HCl prepared from the Oak Ridge AgCl, The data
available wore therefore subjected to no searching dia-
lysis as possible in order to extract what Information
there was. The method adopted was to construct a lar^i^e
laatrix-like array whose elerient Rj^* was the ratio of
tiie yield of ,:;roT^ "1** to that of group
"J** in the
region above the diagonal, idiere were entered tliese
ratios for rxuis on tar^^ets containing & preponderance
of CI ; and whoae element Rjj^ was the same ratio in
the region below the diagonal, where were entered the
ratios for rune on the enriched AgCl, This arren^'^erient
permitted direct comparison of relative yleldn for all
pairs of groups for all njina* This comparison was

•46-
«uppl«Riented by visual coaparlson of the curves for the
runs theriselv©a»
The aaxlmum rfLio of relative Isotopic concentrations
in the difierent targets ¥.as about 12.5 (frc»a 87:13 to
55:65), a variation which should in principle allv>w
e&sy discriiiLination of groups from the two isotopes,
file sffect, already mentioned, of the vagaries of the
method of resolvin^,^ the closely spaced groups ucpon the
relative yields of the c^i'oups was si«sh as to cause the
apparent relative yicl;Js to vary by a factor of as nmch
as 2 from run to run. In no case was £ variatioa of
as ^uch as 1<2«5 observed, even bekreen the extremes of
isotopic concentrations, so the aselgnments to isotopes
of the groups and conseq'-tently of the excited states
can be regarded at present as no more then ^'educated
guesses**. The asslgrii-ients sg juade , tor^ether with rela-
tive yields and excite.tions, arc ^iv^fi i^^ '2'ables II and
lil.
Table II Gl^S (d,^ ) Cl^^^













D 4.72 6 1.55 1.63
F 4.30 20 1.97 1.94
F 5.79 90 2.43 2.44
5.42 65 2.35 2.34
H 3.01 80 3.26 5.05




Q Relative yield Jixcitatlon (B6) level Shreder
1.11 165 5.16 (410)
P 0.73 175 6.49 <450)
H 0.07 335 6.20 (404)
Hie agreement with the Chalk Klver groups is seen
to be good wltii tiie exception of groups D and Hj also
no counterparts to the last S ge^r^a-rays observed by
that group were fomid^
Table III Cl^*^ (d,p ) Cl^^
















Q 0,29 1^ 5.43
S -0.3B 900 4.15
Grotjp F is shown as beloni^ing t both isotopes
because It is believed to be a very clore do iblet from
35the change of shape sJiown by it in going from CI - rich
targets to Cl^2 rich tarr^ets. IJiis assignment Ir» also the
only one which could be raede consistent witli existing
msss data. TTiat It a^^rees very closely with these data
is probably fortuitous, because of the inaccuracy intro-
duced by the tacit assumption that both elements have
the saae energy in a doublet which i^ wide enough to
I
change its shape appreciably with a chans© in relative
me^nltud© of the elenents*
The reaction Cl^^ (c^,ac } 3^ lias also been observed
down to 8c4M rer<^e. Two ^jroups were round. hEvin^ »*—
Tftluea of 0.47 j^ .1 Hev and 7»34 Ilev, No error la aeslg-
ned to the 7.M alev group as it is concidei-ecl probable
that its ttiitijss wflo dlalorleu by the H^^ (d, « ) C
group witii t 5 9.14 U6V» Vfhen caibined with th© 8»47 value
for the ground state it gives 0»63 i»ev for the first
excited i^tate^ in reasonable agpeerient with Dtivlson»«
value ot 0,79 iD2) , The v^-value of 3.47 viev £or the
ground state was established by direct caaparlaon wit}-) the
1 (d,oc } C^^ i^romid state g^ojip i&ith an accurately eate-
bllshed Q of 13. 53 i^ev (M6).
Soiae Eaass data are also available fron the tliree ground
state "Vval-oea reported here. Values for the baite sicisacs used^
n^ IMU ^ a«98 mnxa
BT 1
-^ 8.14 rmn
D^ 2 '^ 14.72 niriiu
He* 4 \ ZmOl mm,
are those of Tollestrup, Fowlei,, and Laurit««i (13).
Froxa^the reaction
Cl^^ i^»p) ^1^ Q s 6.74 mai
yields a naas difference
Cl^- Cl^^ r 0.99984 aiiau
"Ihia may be coapaied with valuers of
0.99981 (from Shrader and bollard}
1.00017 (microwave determination, L7)
0.99979 (n, Y ^^^^ Chalk River group).

Lr.-
il©a«ureiaent o£ th« Cl^ positron (If there were
such « positron) would &llow checking oT mass difrerencea
around the cycle S^*^- S^^* (L3), s*^- 3^ {m, 1.7), and
C1^5 - 5^^ (SI and ti'iis paper)* .Measurement of the
Tsass difference A*' - A*-*^ would also creett^ a closed
cycle with Cl^^ - Cl^S; A^^ - Cl^^ (Kl, l','4) end A^^- Cl^^
(F2, ^3).
'fhe reaction
Cl^'''(d,p) Cl^^ 4 s 4,05 msffi
yields a ?Ttass diff erf>nce
Cl^^ - Cl37 « 1.00261
"^rhich laay be cotspered directly with 1.0022B (from Shrader
and Pollard)* Better a^reeiient Is obtrlned from the cjcle
Cl^"^- Cl^^ 1.1>9751 iTd,Crl)
a33 ^ Q2^3o 2.99443 (F5)
OXSB ^ _^^ ,00558 (H6)
Cl3S - ci^*^ 1.00250
The reaction
Cl*^^ (d,oc) S*^ Q 8 9,10 rmn
yields the nass difference
Cl^^ « S^ 1.99829
TbSs docs not r-re*' very rell with Shrader and
Pollerd'a vtlue of 1.09R06 but may also be co^ips^red
by coEibining the two mrss differences

•50-
S3S « g38 0.99982 (D2)
QlZS , g52 2,99302 (£9 )
^j^55 _ -:55 1,99840
showing agreement to 0.1 *lev which Is within the llralta
of erperlmental error.
Ihe effects of in^nritles on the .^pro-ips have been
evelu&ted upon the beais of publiahe^ deta on the proton
yield froQi nitrogen aad oxygen end froia air (D2}. ^ornial
nitrogen yields fro.ri gas t&rj^ets purified by rreeaing
Appear on Figures 9 and 10. In the case of ^jroiona a nitro-
gen concentration corresponding to a yield of about
twice that of the chlorine end ^^roup would be required
tor air contaiiilnation serloualy to affect iHie grot^)s.
For the alpha-particle yield it «as estistated as has
already been lasplicd that the liltrogen content was suffi-
cient to displace tiie low-energy groi;^. Bie presence of
an undetertalneU but probably sjaall si^ioant of carbon in
the gas targets was indicated by
(ft) Formation of a yellowish, acetone soluble
deposit with an unidentifiable spicy odor on the bott<»
of the clxaa^er under the beasia path
(b) Presence of a distinct pink tinge (going
in one instance to & d^ep cherry red} in HCl frozen after
long borabardraent. iliis appeared after the ilCl frose and
on WTislng disappeared beforethe HCl sublimed - indicating
Uiftt the presumed orr^snic chlorine coiapound could not be
removed by pushing on frozen IlCl. "Rils unidentified
contaminant may have been picked up from stopcock grease
or from rubber tubing used in the system.
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